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Authentication and Authorization mechanism and security bootstrapping in the IoT-enabled 5G Era

This talk will review the basic concepts of securing communications proposal for Internet of Things (IoT) and how the bootstrapping aspect can be applied on 5G networks. The life-cycle of an IoT device will be identified with focus on the process of bootstrapping as one of the initial steps involved in securing the communications. After that, the talk will explore some of the works done by different organizations and alliances such as IETF and 5G among others in the context of the IoT.

Some of the current works in the IETF will be also reviewed since it is the organization that is involved in the development of the Internet, having developed Authentication and Authorization Frameworks for IoT some of the current standards used not only in the Internet but also in IoT.

In the IETF, there are working groups that are dedicated in the area of securing the communications in IoT, and we will review some of their current efforts towards securing the IoT. Then, we will turn our focus on current frameworks for authentication and authorisation that are used or considered in the context of IoT and the requirements to be applicable in 5G networks.
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RECO, SLV and free5GC – a path toward softwarization and virtualization of 5G core networks

It is envisioned in the future that not only smartphones will connect to cellular networks, but also all kinds of different wearable devices, sensors, vehicles, home appliances, VR headsets, and robots. Because the characteristics of these devices differ largely, people argue that future 5G systems should be designed to elastically accommodate different user types. The evolution of core networks will be driven by integrating heterogeneous networking technologies with the ultimate goal of migrating toward a new form of softwarized and programmable network. Network function virtualization will provide flexibility, short time to market, and low-cost solution to build network services, which are important features of 5G networks. In this talk, I’ll first present the evolution of cellular systems from 1st generation (1G) to 4th generation (4G), with a focus on core networks. I’ll then discuss the softwarization and virtualization of 5G core networks. Finally, I’ll present the open-source projects we have been developing for 5G core networks, including Reconfigurable Core (RECO), Service Level Virtualization (SLV), and free5GC.
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From Rail to Railless: Retrofitting Servicing Buses for Safe Autonomous Public Transportation

Automated/autonomous driving technologies have shown the capability of providing transportation services at certain environments such as small/mid size vehicles on highway and paved roads. However, it remains open to build up an active eco-system to support the development of autonomous driving technologies. This talk presents the development of applying automated/autonomous driving technology on public transportation systems, at which efficiency and safety are two major requirements. The project retrofits a 9-meter engine bus to support SAE level 3/4 automated driving for proof-of-services. In particular, a sensing fusion technology is deployed on the bus to detect objects in three dimension world coordinates. With this technology, the system can provide high capacity transportation systems without rails. The bus has been evaluated in a proof-of-service event. During the 32 days event, the bus served for 253 sorties, which is 20% more than scheduled sorties, and carried more than 7,000 passengers. The proof-of-service showed that the automated driving technology can provide railway-like services without the rails.